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Summary

In the education of control systems, demonstrations are frequently used to give students an insight in
the actual behaviour of the designed and calculated control systems. The test stands used for these
demonstrations are also used for practical training, but to give all students the opportunity to work
with it, multiple test stands are required. Looking at the specifications of PC-soundcards, using a PC
with such a soundcard can be an interesting and low-cost option.

The hardware specifications of PC-soundcards indicate that there is one major problems to use it for
measurement and control applications: the frequency range does not expand to OHz. Several
methods are proposed to overcome this problem, of which the major ones are: using hardware
modulation/software demodulation for the input, and Pulse Width Modulation for the output. A search
for software interfaces has indicated that when standard registers are used of SoundBlaster
soundcards, no problems are expected controlling SoundBlaster compatible cards.

The ·SoundBlaster compatibility" also turns out to be the only useful standard for PC-soundcards.
The only ·official" standard that is found is the Multimedia Personal Computer (MPC) standard. This
standard describes the Multimedia PC and its components, and is not very detailed. It does describe
sampling frequency, number of bits for ADC/DAC and data transfer, but no accuracy, frequency
range, or software interface.

The investigations of modulation techniques in hardware and demodulation techniques in software
have indicated that amplitude modulation is the most convenient way to cross the DC-blocking. After
a mathematical treatment of the modulation/demodulation, including imperfections, a choice is made
for a specific type of modulation, the so-called chopper modulation. The chopper-modulator requires
only basic electronics for the hardware modulator, and imperfections as compared to the ideal
amplitude modulation can easily be coped with in software. The PWM output interface is basic, and
rather insensitive for DC variations as caused by the soundcard.

The hardware interface that is designed is straight forward, and does not require an external power
source. Only when power has to be delivered to an actuator, external power sources are needed. A
software program is designed that has basic functionality to control the soundcard, perform the
demodulation and filtering, and generate the PWM signal.

The measurements that were performed indicate that the combination of soundcard, hardware
interface and software, running on a 100MHz pentium, can reach controller update-rates of 2200Hz.
Higher update-rates can be accomplished, at the expense of coarse PWM signals. Optimal
performance is reached at 1000Hz. For pure measurement-applications update-rates of 5500Hz can
be used.
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List of used symbols

m frequency [rad/s]

L\m frequency deviation constant [rad/s]

't time-constant [s]

T time interval [s]

A amplitude [V]

x(t) signal in continuos time domain [V]
/'
x(t) filtered signal [V]

x(k) signal in discrete time domain [V]

n whole number [-]

d duty-cycle, 0 < d < 1 [-]
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Introduction

In the education of control systems, demonstrations are frequently used to give students an insight in
the actual behaviour of the designed and calculated control systems. Phenomena like instability,
overshoot and bandwidth can be demonstrated in several ways.

The usual way to bring control systems theory more vividly is practical training. After studying the
theoretical behaviour of a control algorithm, and calculating the most optimal parameters, the student
can implement the result on a real (programmable) control system. By experimenting with the
control-algorithm, its parameters and the system behaviour, students can easily observe the effects
of the changes. For this practical training multiple test-stands are required to give all students the
opportunity to work with it. This can lay a heavy load on the financial budget of the electrical
engineering education.

Currently most of the students at technical universities have at home a personal computer, which will
not only be used for word-processing, but also for multi-media purposes like E-mail, Internet, desktop
publishing and games. When these personal computers could be used for demonstrating (digital)
control-systems theory, students would have an easy opportunity to experiment at home with what
they learn in lectures.

The Measurement and Control group of the Electronics department of the Eindhoven University of
Technology has already developed a microcontroller-based control-system, which can be connected
to a personal computer via the parallel port. On the micro-controller a controller algorithm can be
downloaded from the personal computer. The control-system uses on-board analogue-to-digital and
digital-to-analogue converters to interface with the outside world. From the personal computer
controller parameters can be downloaded and measurement and performance data can be uploaded.
Disadvantage of this control system is the complexity and hence the costs per student.

Looking at the modem multi-media systems of this moment, an interesting part is the soundcard
(refer to appendiX C, Hardware specifications Sound Blaster 16). At first instance the specifications
indicate that a soundcard could very well be used for control applications:

• Two 16 bit analogue-digital converters and two 16 bit digital-analogue converters

• Sample-rates up to 44.1 kHz

• Two-channel on board amplifier

In this thesis it is investigated if, and in which way PC-soundcards can be used for measurement and
control applications.

First the usability of PC-soundcards is discussed in chapter 1, Usability of soundcards for control
systems. After that it is determined what is the best way to measure signals from the outside world
(chapter 2, Input conversion) and to send back signal to the outside world (chapter 3, Output
conversion).

Once it is determined in what way the conversions can be carried out, the mathematical aspects will
be looked at, both for the hardware side (outside the computer, chapter 4, Modulation) and the
software side (inside the computer, chapter 5, Sampling and Demodulation). Also the effects of non
ideal behaviour of the hardware side and possible corrections for it on the software side are
discussed (chapter 6, Effects of non-ideal Modulation on Demodulation).

The actual implementation of the input and output conversion is worked out in chapter 7, Hardware
implementation, and chapter 8, Software implementation. With these hard- and software
implementation a test-stand is build, and measurements are performed to validate the design. This is
described in chapter 9, Measurement result. This thesis will be concluded with chapter 10,
Conclusions and recommendations.
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1. Usability of soundcards for control systems

Before soundcards can be used for control applications, three questions have to be answered:

• Is the hardware suitable for communicating with the outside world (referred to control-systems)?

• Is it possible to directly communicate from software with that parts of the soundcard that are
needed for control-systems (such as ADC's, DAC's, filters, and amplifiers)?

• What about the standards for PC-soundcards? Will an application that is developed for a certain
soundcard also work on other soundcards?

These questions will be answered in this chapter.

1.1 Usability of the hardware

PC-soundcards nowadays consist of the following components [Creative, MPC]:

• ADC stereo 16 bit analogue-digital converter

• DAC stereo 16 bit digital-analogue converter

• DSP controls ADC, DAC en communication

• wave-generator

• CD-interface

• mixer-Chip

• amplifier

generation of predefined wave-forms

connection for CD-rom

routing of the various analogue signals; volume/tone control

driving of speakers

The CD-interface and wave-generator are not important for control applications.

The ADC and DAC are capable of sampling rates up to 45kHz, which is fast enough for most control
applications. Other specifications of the converters are not available, except the harmonic distortion
of 0.05% at 1Vrms. Not specified but still important could be the bandwidth, conversion time, etc.
This can be determined with measurements.

The DSP takes care of controlling the data-flows between ADC, DAC and host-PC. It controls also
the sample-rate and word-size (8 bit or 16 bit). In"fact the word DSP is misused here, since the .
device has very limited and non-programmable signal processing capabilities.

Although the mixer and amplifier are less important for control applications, their performance has a
large impact on the usability: the specified frequency range for this part of the soundcard is 20Hz 
20kHz (Sound Blaster card). The problem here is the lower boundary of 20Hz, meaning that DC
signal components will be blocked. The amplifier could be bypassed, but the mixer is an integral part
of the signal-paths. Apart from frequency range the amplifier will probably not deliver enough power
to drive any mechanical actuator (except of course a loudspeaker).

Since the mixer forms part of both input and output circuit of the soundcard, both for input and output
a solution has to be found how to cross this DC-blocking. For this, external hardware will be
necessary, which has to be low-cost to justify the use of a soundcard in stead of specialised AD/DA
cards. A few examples for realising this hardware are given below.

• Signals containing a DC-component first have to be converted into AC-signals, without loss of
information, and maintaining a reasonable bandwidth. A few examples are:

• Voltage Controlled Oscillator. The software will then have to measure frequency to
determine the input-voltage.

• Amplitude modulation, which transforms the DC-signal into an AC-signal, who's
amplitude represents the input-voltage.
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• For controlling hardware the output signal as calculated by the software-application has to be
transformed by software to an AC-signal, which will have to be transformed again into the original
signal by hardware. The latter can be done by:

• Double-sided rectifying of the loudspeaker output, generating a DC-signal. When the DAC is
driven with square-wave-form, the amplitude of the DC-signal can be controlled with the
amplitude of the square-wave. This method is simple, and might even be used without
external amplifier. The method has however two disadvantages:

• The output signal cannot cross zero; it is either positive or negative.

• The 'zero' of the output signal is not the same as the 'zero' or ground of the soundcard
(this is also the ground of the computer-system).

• Using Pulse Width Modulation as output of the software. When this signal is passing through
the output-filter, the DC-level is affected, but this can easily be restored by using a
comparator that will switch around zero. All positive levels will cause the comparator to
output a fixed positive level, and all negative levels to a fixed negative level. This will restore
the PWM signal, which now only has to be amplified. This will only work for duty-cycles
larger than 0% and smaller than 100%, since duty-cyles of 0% and 100% present pure DC
signals. Due to noise also duty-cycles close to 0% and 100% must be avoided.

• The system to be controlled might be driven by AC-signals. This will overcome the need for
DC-components. A few examples of such processes are:

• AC-motors or AC-magnets to realise movements. No change of direction is possible.

• Light. Intensity can be controlled by AC-signals.

• Sound. A system for producing anti-sound could be designed, which also fixes the DC
problem of the input. Probably the speed-requirements are too high to realise an anti
sound system with a PC, and it is difficult to use standard control-algorithms for these
kinds of processes.

The characteristics of the transformations on both input and output will determine the behaviour of
the overall contrOl-system. Care must be taken to maintain a well-defined zero-level, resolution and
bandwidth. Corrections can be made in software as long as deviations are well described.

General conclusion is that PC-soundcards can be used for control applications only when external
hardware is used. Further investigations have to be done to determine how this external hardware
can be realised and minimised.

1.2 Usability of the Software

As far as the software interface of soundcards is concerned no problems are expected. The DAC en
ADC are directly programmable from the operating system (e.g. DOS), as part of the DSP. Also data
communication can be set up using DMA (Direct Memory Access).

Creative Labs Inc., the producer of the Sound Blaster cards, supplies a complete software
development-environment for realising driver-software for Sound Blaster compatible soundcards
[Creative].

Data-transfers from C-programs to the soundcard can be performed with a rate of 20kBytes per
second, which is fast enough to realise sample-frequency of ca. 1kHz (as far as software is
concerned). The sample-frequency will therefore not limit the controller bandwidth.
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1.3 Soundcard standards

Once a control application is realised for a certain soundcard, it also has to work with other
soundcards, Le. soundcards of different manufacturers. This could be guaranteed by a standard for
soundcards.

All PC-soundcards that are available today are Sound-Blaster compatible, so as long as the standard
registers of the Sound Blaster soundcards are used, no problems are expected with other
soundcards. Sound Blaster is not an official standard, but more or less a leading manufacturer in
soundcards. Almost all software that uses sound effects, such as games, will work on Sound Blaster
compatible soundcards.

In literature very little is found concerning standards for PC-soundcards. In Malhotra [Malhotra] there
is spoken about the MPC standard, which is the Multimedia .Eersonal ~omputer standard, and is
referenced to the Software Publishers Association [SPAj. On the Internet the MPC standard is found
at the address http://WvNv.spa.org/mpc [MPC].

This standard has at this moment three levels: MPC1, MPC2 and MPC3. It is however only
describing the personal computer itself and its components. For soundcards only requirements for
sampling-frequency, 8 or 16 bit conversion and OMA are given, and not for software. Refer to
appendix 0, MPC standards for more details.
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2. Input conversion

In paragraph 1.1 the problem of converting a signal with a certain bandwidth, including OHz (DC) into
a signal that can pass the DC-blocking of the soundcard and can be interpreted by the software is
described. Two basic methods were given there to perform this conversion:

• Using a voltage controlled oscillator. This can be seen as frequency modulation.

• Modulating the amplitude of a carrier-signal, Le. amplitude modulation.

Both methods will be looked at, with regard to complexity and accuracy, to make a right choice
between them.

2.1 Frequency modulation/demodulation

Frequency modulation by means of a voltage controlled oscillator will result in a signal which
frequency is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal. When the input signal of the
modulator is given by:

x(t) =Am COS(ll7mt)

Eq.1

with IAml ~ 1, then the modulated signal (FM-signal) is [Carlson, p.222]:

Eq.2

where Ae is the amplitude of the VCO output, me the carrier-frequency which is the VCO-frequency
for x(t) = 0, and .1m the frequency-deviation constant. This constant must be such that the resulting
frequency swing fits within the pass-band of the soundcard input. The instantaneous frequency of the
FM-signal is:

117c(t) = 117c+ L1117 * x(t)

Eq.3

After this signal is fed into the soundcard, it must be demodulated to restore the original signal. There
are several demodulation techniques, of which the most important are:

• Direct frequency measurement

• Slope detection

• Differentiation

2.1.1 Demodulation Techniques

2.1.1.1 Direct frequency measurement

The original signal can easily be retrieved when the instantaneous frequency can be measured. For
the calculation of the original signal x(t) me and .1m are needed.
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From Eq. 3 follows:

x(t)= (cuc(t)-cu.)
I1cu

Eq.4

The realisation of this demodulation in hardware will be complicated, but in software it might be
possible.

2.1.1.2 Slope detection

In the analogue domain this can be accomplished by using a tuned circuit plus envelope detector.
When the tuned circuit is fed with the FM-signal, then variations in the frequency will produce an
output voltage whose amplitude is, in a certain range, linearly dependent on the input frequency
variation. The envelope detector is then used to extract the original signal from the amplitude
variation.

This technique has however some disadvantages:

• The linear range is quite small.

• Amplitude fluctuations in the modulated signal also affect the output signal.

When a balanced configuration of two tuned circuits is used, also called a balanced discriminator, the
linear range is extended.

An other disadvantage is that it is not easy to translate this type of demodulation into the digital
domain.

2.1.1.3 Differentiation

A third technique is differentiating the modulated signal. When a Frequency Modulated signal is
differentiated the result will be a frequency and amplitude modulated signal [Carlson, p.248-249]:

il(xat(t)) =-A< Sin(ruJ +(~: •A. • Sin(ru.t))} (ru< +(~ru. A. cos(ru.t)))

Eq.5

The original signal can now be restored using an envelope detector.

An alternative for the differentiation of the FM-signal is using a delay line. This can be explained by
looking at the fundamental definition of differentiation:

&(1) =lim (xc (1) - Xc (1 - "))
at r40 "

Eq.6

So when the FM-signal is delayed by't and subtracted from the not delayed signal, the differentiation
is approximated for small values of 't, i.e. 't « 1/Tile. This also might offer an easy way to demodulate a
sampled FM-signal in a digital way.

2.1.2 Modulation hardware

To realise the frequency modulation a vce must be used. The full frequency-range of the vce,
which is defined as Tile ± I1Til, must be within the frequency-range of the soundcard. The vce must
have a well-defined centre-frequency and be stable to guarantee a reproducible zero-level. The best
centre-frequency and range to be used must be determined by the demodulation-accuracy.
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2.1.3 Demodulation software

The modulated signal is sampled and digitised by the soundcard. After this, the software must also
perform the demodulation process. A rough outline is given for all demodulation techniques
mentioned in 2.1.1.

2.1.3.1 Frequency measurement

There are two ways to determine the frequency of a sampled signal. Both methods use the zero
crossings of the sampled signal. Only zero-crossings with positive slope or zero-crossings with
negative slope are detected, to overcome the disturbing effects of offsets in the FM-signal. When for
example a positive offset is introduced in the FM-signal, the interval between a positive and a
negative slope zero-crossing will be larger than the interval between a negative and a positive slope
zero-crossing.

• Time measurement

The time between two zero-crossings is determined. The result will be a multiple of the
sample-period 'to For a sample-frequency of 44kHz 't is approximately 22.5I-1s. The frequency
is now calculated with:

21r
OJ =--

n*r

Eq. 7

When the frequency-deviation has to be determined with an accuracy of ±1 %, the useable
frequency-range can be calculated. Assuming the sample-period is exactly known, and its
variation is small, the accuracy is determined by the resolution 8m of the frequency
measurement:

Eq.8

Where n is the number of sample-periods and Am is the maximum frequency-deviation.
From this equation the minimum value for n can be determined, corresponding to the
maximum frequency that can be" measured. Assuming n ~ (n-1) gives:

n . =~ 2001r
mm !J.OJ *r

Eq.9

The maximum rate with which the frequency can be determined for the full range is limited
by the minimum frequency that can be generated by the veo. This frequency is given by:

OJmin = OJmax - 2!J. OJ

Eq. 10

With nmin the maximum frequency can be calculated, giving for mmin:

OJmin =[ 21r J-2!J. OJ =
nmin *r

21r * !J. OJ _ 2!J. OJ

100* r

Eq.11
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To find the value for ~m which gives the maximum sample rate mmin can be differentiated:

ammin =~ * 1 _ 2 =0
ol1m V~ 2.J11m

2.Jl1m =!*~
2 V~

I10J = 2;r
1600*,

Eq. 12

Taking 't = 22,5~s, corresponding to 44kHz, this will give:

2;r
11m = ~ 174 rad/s

1600 *;r

n . =~ 200;r ~ 400
mm 11m *,

2;r
mmin = - 211m ~ 3S0rad/s

nmin *,
Eq. 13

The result is a useable frequency range for the VCO of 55Hz - 110Hz. For 55Hz every ±20
milliseconds a zero-crossing is detected, so the maximum measuring update-rate is ±50Hz.
In fact every ±20 milliseconds a ·sample" is taken from the input signal, resulting in a
maximum signal frequency of ±25Hz.

• Counting number of zero-crossings

The number of zero-crossing n is measured during a fixed period of time T. The frequency is
now calculated with:

2;r *n
m =---

T

Eq.14

When the frequency-deviation has to be determined with an accuracy of ±1 %, the useable
frequency-range can be calculated. Assuming the sample-period T is exactly known, and its
variation is small, the accuracy is determined by the resolution Om of the frequency
measurement:

am = 2;r * n _ 2;r * (n -1) = 2;r :$; 11m
T T T 100

Eq. 15

The maximum frequency that can be determined is limited by the sampling-frequency, and is
(theoretically) 22kHz (half the sampling-frequency). The minimum frequency that can be
measured is:

2;r
m· =

mm T

Eq. 16
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The maximum frequency can also be expressed in the minimum frequency:

'l1J = 'l1J . + 2~ 'l1Jmax mm

Eq.17

which for a 1% accuracy can be written as (using Eq. 15):

'l1J = 2" +2 100 *2" = 402"
max T T T

Eq. 18

With the limitation of the sample-frequency the minimum Tmin and mmin can be determined:

402"
'l1J =-- < 2" *22000 rad/s

max T
Tmin ~ 0.0091s

'l1Jmin ~688rad/s

Eq. 19

The result is a useable frequency range of 109Hz - 22000Hz. When the soundcard input filter
is taken into account, which limits the maximum frequency to 20kHz, the range drops to
99,5Hz - 20000Hz. Due to the lower limit of 99,5Hz the measurement update-rate is ±100Hz,
which now results in a maximum signal frequency of 50Hz, twice the value as calculated
from the time-measurement method.

2.1.3.2 Slope detection

As stated earlier this technique can not easily be realised in software since it is a typical analogue
effect.

2.1.3.3 Differentiation

True differentiation of the digital signal is very difficult, and will require much calculation time.
Therefore only the delay operation is examined.

First the delay must be determined. When the modulated signal is sampled and digitised by the
soundcard, the maximum sample-rate is 44.1 kHz, that is, approximately every 22.5~s a sample is
taken. So the minimum delay T that can be realised is 22.5~s. Now suppose the centre-frequency of
the veo is me, and the range is ±Am. The FM-signal is now presented by (Eq. 2):

x,{t) ~ A< co{ruJ +(~: •A. • sin (ru.t))]

Eq.20

After sampling this will transform into:

Eq.21

where k is a whole number and ms is the sampling-frequency.

Using the definition of differentiation in Eq. 6 the demodulation can now be written as in the equation
on the next page.
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Eq.22

Eq.23

When tile « tils and ~til « tils then:

Eq.24

This result now is indeed a both frequency and amplitude modulated signal. But what is the influence
of the assumptions? Only the assumptions that influence the amplitude modulation part are of
interest. This because the output of the envelope detector is determined by the amplitude
modulation.
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• mm « ms -> sin~(mme"/ms) ) ::::: ~mme"/ms)

This will directly influence the amplitude. When an error-factor of about 1% is allowed, then
~(mme"/ms) ) < 0.25. This results in mm < 0.08ms.

• me « ms, flm « ms-> sin~( mee"/ms) + (flm*Am.2"/ms*cOs(..»)::::: ~(mee"/ms) + (flm*Am.2"/ms*cos(..»)

This will again influence the amplitude, and also the DC level (the first term in the argument
of the sinus). When now the argument of the sinus also should be smaller than 0.25 in all
circumstances, and assuming no phase reversals, then:

~ mee"/ms) < 0.125

and

~*flm.2"/ms < 0.125

This results in me < 0.04ms and flm < 0.04ms.

The maximum sampling frequency for the PC-soundcards is 44.1 kHz, which results in a maximum
carrier frequency of 0.04 * 44.1 kHz = 1.764kHz.

In contrast with the calculation to demonstrate the effect of differentiation, the effort in software is
minimal. From each sample the previous sample has to be subtracted, and the result multiplied by a
constant.

So far the differentiation process. The resulting signal still has to pass through an envelope detector,
to restore the original signal. For this detector, to work properly, the carrier frequency has to be
higher than the signal bandwidth in all circumstances: mm « (me - flm). The envelope detector will be
discussed in paragraph 2.2.3.2.

Furthermore the resulting signal from the envelope detector is now the sum of the amplitude of the
original signal and the centre-frequency me of the VCO. But this centre-frequency can not be
retrieved from the received signal since this is frequency modulated. When the frequency of the
received signal would be measured and averaged me could be approximated, but only when the
average DC-level of x(t) is zero. The result will be that the DC-level of the original signal can not be
retrieved accurately. Since measuring the DC-level was one of the most important aspects for using
the soundcard for measurement and control applications, this is a major disadvantage! This holds
also for the direct frequency measurement method.
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2.2 Amplitude modulation/demodulation

Amplitude modulation produces a signal with fixed frequency, and amplitude that is determined by
the modulating signal. The modulation can be accomplished by multiplying the signal to be measured
with a carrier-signal. When the inputsignal to the modulator is given by:

x(t) =Am COS(aTmt)
Eq.25

with IAml ~ 1, and the carrier-signal is given by:

/(t) =Ac COS(aTi)

Eq.26

then the amplitude modulated signal (AM-signal) is:

Xc(t) =x(t)*/(t)
=Ac*Am *COS(aTct) *COS(aTmt)
=Ac*Am *1/2 (COS«aTc-aTm)t) + COS«aTc+ aTm)t))

Eq.27

The type of modulation described here is known as DSB, Double-Sideband Suppressed-Carrier
modulation [Carlson, p.186].

2.2.1 Demodulation Techniques

Two major demodulation techniques are available for amplitude modulated signals:

• Synchronous detection [Carlson, p.202]:

Amplitude modulated signals can be detected by a product demodulator. To accomplish this
the incoming signal is multiplied with a locally generated sinusoid, and then low-pass filtered.
For the product demodulator to work correctly it is necessary that the locally generated
sinusoid is exactly synchronised with the carrier signal, which explains the name synchronous
detection. Since modulation and demodulation for this application are performed in close co
operation, the first in hardware, the second in software, synchronicity should not be
problematic.

• Envelope detection [Carlson, p205]:

For envelope detection no synchronisation is needed between the modulation and
demodulation process. Since the amplitude of the modulated signal is proportional to the
original signal to be measured, demodulation can easily be accomplished by taking the
envelope of the modulated signal.

Envelope detection can not be used when the signal contains phase reversals, unless the
carrier can be restored to determine the original phase of the signal. But then one of the
advantages of the envelope detection, that there is no need for the carrier, does not apply
anymore. The modulated signal contains phase reversals when the signal to be measured
can be both positive and negative, which is true for most signals, and a straightforward
product modulator is used. An offset can be used to ensure that the signal fed into the
modulator is always positive, but this will complicate accurate restoring of DC-levels.

2.2.2 Modulation hardware

Modulation can be accomplished by multiplying the signal to be measured with a carrier-signal. This
carrier signal could be generated by the soundcard, under control of the software, which makes it
easy to synchronise between modulation and demodulation.
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The hardware needed for an amplitude-modulator is limited to an analogue multiplier. In the case an
envelope detector is used as demodulation technique, the signal to be measured has to be corrected
with an offset to make it always positive.

2.2.3 Demodulation software

The modulated signal is sampled and digitised by the soundcard. After this, the software must
perform the demodulation process. A rough outline is given for all demodulation techniques.

2.2.3.1 Synchronous detection

Synchronous detection can be accomplished by again multiplying the AM-signal with the carrier
signal. The result will be:

y(t) =xe~)* /(t)

=Ae
2 *Am *1/2 (cos«we- W m)t) + cos«we+ wm)t»* cos(wet)

=Ae
2 *Am*1/4 (cos«2we-wm}t)+cos«2we+ wm)t) + 2cos(wmt»

Eq.28

When this signal is filtered with a low-pass filter the result will be the original signal x(t), multiplied by
a (constant) factor Ac

2/2. When the sampled signal is to be demodulated, the software has to multiply
this signal sample-by-sample with the sampled version of the carrier signal. As long as the sample
frequency is higher than twice the highest frequency in the modulated signal, the signal can be
restored.

The accuracy with which the signal can be restored, depends on two figures:

• Amplitude measurement accuracy of the analogue-to-digital converters

The analo~ue-to-digital converters of most soundcards are 16-bit types, resulting in a resolution
of 1/32768 h of the maximum (bipolar) signal level. When the amplitude range is chosen such
that the ADC input is fully used, the theoretical resolution for restoring x(t) is also 1/32768th of the
signal level. In practice however the resulting accuracy is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio
of modulation electronics and input-stages of the soundcard.

• Synchronicity between the carrier signals used for modulation and demodulation

This can be seen when modulation and demodulation are calculated in one equation, inserting a
delay in one of the signals:

y(t) =xe~)* /(t+,)

= x(t) * /(t)* /(t+,)

= Ae
2 *Am *cos(wmt) *cos(wet) *cos(we(t + ,»

=Ae
2 *Am *cos(wmt)*1/2 (cos(we') + cos(2wet + we'»

A
2

*A A 2 *A
= e 2 m *cos(wmt) *cos(we,)+ e 2 m *cos(wmt) *cos(2wet + we')

Eq.29

The last term in Eq. 29 will be filtered out using a low-pass filter, the first term is the restored
original signal, multiplied with a factor cos(mc 't). When the delay 't is constant, it can be
compensated for and will not affect the accuracy. It can also be seen from Eq. 29 that the zero
level of the original signal is not affected by this factor.

The synchronous detection seems to have no limitations on the maximum signal frequency, as long
as it is not distorted by the soundcard input-stages, and can be sampled by the soundcard. In practice
this will limit the modulated signal frequency to 20kHz. When the carrier frequency is chosen in the
middle of the soundcard-input range (±10kHz), the bandwidth of the signal to be measured can be
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close to 10kHz. However, when the modulator output will also contain other harmonics, the signal
frequency is limited to half the carrier frequency, to overcome cross-overs in the modulated signal.
So for a carrier frequency of around 10kHz a signal-bandwidth of 5kHz can be realised.

2.2.3.2 Envelope detection

Envelope detection in software can be accomplished by locating the local top-values of the
modulated signal.

The locating-algorithm could start looking for a maximum after having detected a negative-to
positive zero crossing and stop after having detected a positive-to-negative zero crossing. Once a
maximum has been found the output of the envelope detector has to be set to this value, until the
next maximum has been found. This value has to be corrected with the offset that has been used to
prevent phase-reversals of the modulated signal.

The accuracy with which the signal can be restored, depends on two figures:

• Amplitude measurement accuracy of the analogue-to-digital converters

This is comparable to the amplitude measurement accuracy as found for synchronous detection.
Due to the fact that only the positive maximum of the modulated signal is determined, which is
then corrected with an offset, the resulting relative accuracy will be worse by a factor two.

• Accuracy with which the top value can be determined

This depends on the maximum signal frequency, which is for an AM-signal the sum of carrier
frequency and modulating signal frequency, and the sample frequency. When the sample
frequency is ten times larger than the maximum signal frequency, the location of the top of the
sinus can be determined with an accuracy of :t:18 degrees, resulting in an amplitude accuracy of
5%.

Since the measured maximum has to be corrected with an offset, which will be approximately
half the maximum amplitude, the relative error in the restored signal can become 10%.

When the accuracy has to be better than 1%, the top of the sinus has to be determined with an
accuracy of 0.5%, resulting in a maximum error-angle of:t:5 degrees. This can be reached with a
sample frequency of at least 36 times the maximum signal frequency. With 44kHz sample
frequency, the modulated signal frequency must be smaller than 1.2kHz.

The envelope detection as described above uses one sample of each period of the modulated signal.
To prevent the detector being very susceptible to noise, the resulting samples have to be averaged,
which will lower the maximum modulating signal frequency.

Concluding this discussion on envelope detection it can be said that this method can be implemented
in software, but it is difficult to restore the DC-level of the original signal due to the used offset to
prevent phase-reversals in the modulated signal. Furthermore the maximum signal bandwidth is
limited by the method of top-level detection.
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2.3 Conclusion

This chapter on input conversion will now be concluded with a comparison of the
modulation/demodulation methods. In the next table the methods are listed:

Method of Method of Hardware Accuracy Bandwidth DC-level Software
modulation demodulation complexity restoring complexity

Frequency Direct frequency High Medium Low Poor High
modulation measurement

Differentiation High Medium Medium Medium High

Amplitude Synchronous Medium High High Good Medium
modulation detection

Envelope Medium Medium Medium Medium High
detection

The envelope detector that is needed after differentiating the signal mostly determines the results for
the differentiation-method.

It can now be concluded that amplitude modulation with synchronous detection is the best way to
overcome the DC-blocking of the soundcard input. This method of modulation and demodulation will
be worked out in chapter 4 and further on.
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3. Output conversion

In paragraph 1.1 the problem of generating an output signal including DC-levels is described. One
useably method was given to realise reconstructing the DC-level: using a Pulse Width Modulated
signal, which is fed into a comparator. The underlying principle can easily be described by drawing
the waveforms:

Generated PWM signal (a):

Signal at soundcard output (b):

Signal after comparator (c):
. ······7·· ··············t .

Figure 1

The generated PWM waveform (a) will have a non-zero DC-level. After the signal has passed the
output-stage of the soundcard, it will have a DC-level of zero, due to the DC-block (b). Since the
upper frequency of the output-stage is also limited, the high frequency components of the square
wave will be blocked as well.

When this signal is fed into the comparator, the shape of the resulting signal is again a Pulse Width
Modulated signal (c), but two things can be seen from the figure:

• the resulting pulse width differs from the original

• the signal is delayed

We will now investigate the effects more detailed. The general form of a PWM signal-description is
[Creemers, p.A2/64]:

xp (t) = Ap ((2d -1)+ 4/1l" *(sin(d1l" )*cos(ru/)+ lj2 sin (2d1l")* cos(2ru/)+ lj3sin(3d1l") *cos(3ru/)+ .. .))
Eq.30

where 0<d<1 is the duty-cycle.

When this signal is filtered by the soundcard output, the DC-component is filtered out, and also the
high-frequency-part. Suppose the base-frequency of the signal is 1kHz, then all components with
frequencies higher than ±20*mp will be filtered out. The result is:

~ () ( (Sin(d1l" )*cos(ru/)+ lj2sin(2d1l")*cos(2ru/)+ lj3sin(3d1l")*cos(3ru/ )+))
x t = A 4/1l" *

p p ... +ljnsin(nd1l")*cos(nru/)

Eq.31

where nmp < 20kHz.

From Eq. 30 can be seen that the terms with m ? 20*mp will have a small effect to the total signal
strength, since the corresponding mUltiplication-factors will be smaller than 1/20th

• So the effect on
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the high-frequency-parts of the PWM-signal can be neglected if the PWM base-frequency is much
smaller than 20kHz. So both the changes in pulse-width and the delay may be neglected in that case.

This signal is now fed into the comparator. The result will be that the term (2d-1) will be restored, but
the amplitude Ap will now be replaced by the amplitude Acorn as produced by the comparator.

xp(t) =Acom ((2d -1)+ 4/tr *(sin(dtr )*cos(cu,()+ 1/2sin(2dtr)*cos(2cu,()+ 1/3sin(3dtr )*cos(3cu/)+ ... ))

Eq.32

This change in amplitude is not important as long as Acorn is constant, since the information is in the
pUlse-width, and not in the amplitude of the PWM-signal. It must however be known to the software,
since it adds to the overall controller gain.

3.1 Software generation of PWM-signals

The PWM-signal can be generated by software using the digital-to-analogue converter of the
soundcard. When this DAC is fed with a digital signal which has a fixed positive value for a certain
amount of time and a fixed negative value for the remaining time of The PWM period. These times
can be expressed in a number of samples for the given DAC frequency.

When the DAC frequency is assumed to be 44kHz, and the PWM-frequency is chosen at 1kHz, there
are 44 samples in one PWM period. With these 44 samples 44 different pulse-widths can be realised,
corresponding to duty-cycles varying from 0% to 100%. It must be realised however that duty-cycles
of 0% and 100% represent pure DC-signals, and will be blocked by the output stage of the
soundcard. So effectively only 42, or even less different pulse-widths can be realised.

When lower PWM-frequencies are chosen, more different pulse-widths are possible, offering a more
accurate output value. But when the PWM-signal is transformed into an analogue value representing
the desired value in software, it has to be filtered to filter out the PWM-frequency. The lower this
PWM frequency, the lower the resulting bandwidth of the output signal. So a trade-off has to be
made between signal bandwidth and signal resolution. Which one should prevail above the other
must be determined by the kind of actuator that is used.

3.2 Hardware restoring of PWM-signals

The signal coming out of the soundcard must be manipulated to restore the original PWM-signal. As
stated earlier this can be done by using a comparator. The output of this comparator will have the
same duty-cycle as the original PWM-signal, but the amplitude is determined by the comparator. This
amplitude must be constant.

The restored PWM-signal can be used in two ways to control external actuators:

• Directly without filtering

This can be used when the time-constant of the actuator is large compared to the PWM
frequency. The actual reaction of the actuator will be proportional to the duty-cycle.

• Using a low-pass filter

When the actuator has a time constant that is in the range of the PWM-frequency, a low-pass
filter has to be used. The output of this filter will be a signal with a limited bandwidth. This will
however limit the bandwidth of the actuator, and can possibly limit the bandwidth of the overall
system.

In both cases the signal may have to be amplified to get a sufficient level to control an external
actuator.
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4. Modulation

Now that we have seen that amplitude modulation is the best way to overcome the DC-blocking in
the soundcarcl input-stage, we will look more carefully at the process of modulation. Two types of
amplitude modulation are discussed, and also the effects of imperfections of the modulating process.

4.1 Balanced modulator

One way to achieve the frequency shift for the baseband signal is to modulate it with a carrier signal
with a frequency in the range of the soundcarcl-input. A basic form of modulation is multiplying the
input-signal with a carrier. Suppose the following signal, for example from some kind of sensor, has
to be measured:

x(t) = Am cos(m mt)

Eq.33

In practice both the amplitude Am and the frequency m mwill be a function of t. We suppose that the
frequency mmis within the bandwidth 8mof the signal. It can now be described by the following
frequency graph:

I
-3me

I
-2me

m,
-8m 8m me

I
2me

I
3me

When this signal is modulated with a carrier signal with frequency me, the resulting signal is (par.2.2):

Xc(t) = x(t) * A ecos(met)

=Am COs(m mt) * A ecos(met)

= Am * Ae* 1/2 * (COS «m m+m e)t) + COS «m m-m e)t) )

Eq.34

with the corresponding frequency-graph:

I
-3me

I
3me

This modulator is also called a balanced modulator.

When this signal is fed into the soundcard, it will pass the inputfilter. As was seen in paragraph 1.1,
Usability of the hardware, this filter will block frequencies below 20Hz and above 20kHz. When the
frequency me ± 8mis chosen in the pass-band of the inputfilter, it is not disturbed. The dashed line in
the above frequency-graph represents the frequency response of the inputfilter.

4.2 Chopper modulation

Using a balanced modulator has the disadvantage of requiring a multiplier, able to electrically
mUltiply the two signals without distortion. An easier way of modulation is using a so-called bipolar
chopper modulator [Carlson, p.306]: the input signal is "chopped" into pieces: half the period the
signal itself is passed through, the other period the inverted signal is passed through. It is in fact a
multiplication of the input-signal with a square wave. In the time-domain the square wave is
described by [Creemers, p.A2I64]:

f(t) = Ae* \, * (cos (m et) - 1/3 cos (3m et) + 1/5 COS (5m et) - 1h COS (7m et) + ...)

Eq. 35

for a square wave with frequency me, duty-cycle 50%, amplitude Aeand DC-level zero.
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The result of the chopper modulation is, taking the input-signal as in Eq. 33:

Xe(t) =Am * Ac * 2/ • * (COS «m m+m e)t) + COS «m m-m e)t) -

1/3COS «m m+3m e)t) - 1/3COS «m m-3m e)t) +

1/scos «m m+Sm e)t) + 1/scos «m m-Sm e)t) -

1hcos «mm+7mc)t) - 1hcos «mm-7m e)t) + ..... )

Eq.36

In the frequency-graph. signal components appear not only around me. but also around 3m e, Sm e.... :

7 9 " Q /1/ Q 9 7I I I J

-Sme -4me -3me -2me -me me 2me 3me 4me Sme

When the carrier frequency me is taken in the middle of the frequency-range of the soundcard input
(represented by the dashed line), the only part that will pass the input filter is:

A

Xe(t) =Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS «m m+m e)t) + COS «m m-m e)t) )

Eq.37

This signal equals the signal in Eq. 34, the result from the balanced modulator. apart from the
magnitude, that is now 4/ • larger. But what happens when the chopper modulator is not working
perfect?

4.3 Variable duty-cycle

First we look at the influence of changing the duty-cycle of the square wave. For variable duty-cycle
the modulating signal can be described as [Creemers, A2164]:

f(t) =Ac ( (2d-1) + 4/ • * (sin(d7t)cos (m et) + 1/2sin(2d7t)cos (2m et) + 1/3sin(3d7t)cos (3m et) + ..) )

Eq. 38

where a< d < 1 is the duty-cycle.

When this signal is multiplied with the input-signal x(t). the resulting signal will be:

Xe(t) =Am * Ac * ( (2d-1 )cos(m mt) +

2/ • * ( sin(d7t) (COS «mm+1me)t) + COS «mm-1me)t) +

1/2sin(2d7t) (COS «m m+2m e)t) + COS «m m-2m e)t) +

1/3sin(3d7t) (COS «m m+3m e)t) + COS «m m-3m e)t) +

1/4sin(4d7t) (COS «mm+4me)t) + COS «mm-4mc)t) + .. »

Eq.39

7 +--Y-JrT;-r--+ 'T
-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

This signal contains the same components as in Eq. 36, but also components around Ome, 2me, 4me
etc. When the carrier frequency is again set in the middle of the souncard-input range, the resulting
signal after the input filter will be:
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Xe(t) = Am * Ac * (A1(mm) * (2d-1) * cos(m mt) +

2/" * sin(dn) * (A2(mm+1me) * COS «mm+1me)t) + A2(mm-1me) * COS «mm-1me)t» +

1/ " * sin(2dn) * (A3(m m+2m e) * COS «m m+2m e)t) + A3(m m-2m e) * COS «m m-2m e)t» )

Eq.40

I t:--o---->,IC7-;-r-~ I

-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

In this signal the Ome (this is the mm component) and the 2me component will be close to the borders
of the input-range, and distorted by the input filter. This is demonstrated by the frequency-dependent
factors A1, A2and A3• When this signal is demodulated, these components have to be taken into
account. Also can be seen that the amplitude of the 1me component, which is the component that is
used for demodulation, depends on the duty-cycle d. When the duty-cycle varies with 10%, the
amplitude of the me component varies with approximately 1%. When the duty-cycle is not 50%, but
constant, this effect can be compensated for by an amplitude correction.

4.4 Non-zero DC-level

Secondly the effect of a non-zero DC-level of the square wave is investigated. For varying DC-levels
the signal can be described by (for reasons of simplicity we assume the duty-cycle is 50%)
[Creemers. pA2164]:

f(t) = Ude + Ae* ('I" * (cos (m et) - 1/3 cos (3m et) + 1/5 COS (5m et) - 11] COS (7m et) + ...)

Eq.41

where Ude is the DC-level. The result of the modulation is now:

Xe(t) = Am * ( Ude cos(m mt) +

Ac * 2/" * (COS «m m+m e)t) + COS «m mom e)t) 

1/3cos «m m+3m e)t) - %cos «m m-3m e)t) +

1/5cos «mm+5me)t) + 1/5cos «mm-5m e)t)

11]cos «mm+7me)t) - 11]cos «mm-7me)t) + ..... )

7 rr;r-*'-----'.......--Q-----r-'---------------....,:.---.;----L7:::;:=:'__

-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me
and the signal after the input filter will now be:

A

Xe(t) =Am * ( A1(mm) * Ude * cos(m mt) +

Ae* 2/" * ( (A2(mm+m e) * COS «m m+m e)t) + A2(mm-m e) * COS «m mom e)t) )

Eq.42

Eq.43

I rmQ-m~ Ir-Q-; I

-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me
Here again the input filter will cause the frequency-dependent factors A1and A2. Compared to Eq. 34,
in this case only a mm component is present in the input signal after filtering, apart from the me
components. Again this component has to be taken into account when the signal is demodulated.
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4.5 Conclusion

Modulation can be used as technique to shift the signal to be measured into the frequency-range of
the soundcard input. It is possible to use a so-called chopper modulator, which is in fact modulation
with a square wave, which gives the same results within the frequency-range of the soundcard.

Non-ideal behaviour of the chopper modulator is investigated by calculating the effects of non-zero
DC-level and duty-cycle unequal to 50 %. It is shown that extra signal components will be present in
the filtered signal, and the amplitude will depend on the duty-cycle of the square-wave.
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5. Sampling and Demodulation

After the signal is modulated by the hardware, the result is first filtered by the input stage of the
soundcard, then sampled and digitised before it can be demodulated in software. This chapter will
present several methods to implement the demodulation.

5.1 Basic Demodulation

The basic method for demodulation multiplies the modulated signal with a local carrier signal, which
is either retrieved from the modulated signal or generated in such a way that it equals the original
carrier signal. Since a soundcard has in general two analogue inputs (stereo), the carrier signal used
for modulation can be fed into the second input, and used for demodulation. The soundcard will take
care of sampling and digitising the analogous signals. The demodulation process, which is multiplying
the two analogue signals, can not be done by the soundcard, and has to be done in software after the
digitised input signals are read from the soundcard.

The procedure as described above is depicted in Figure 2. The dashed line indicates the physical
borders between outside world, soundcard and computer.

Input
f(t)--'------~filter ch.2

Low-pass
filter

x(t) Xc(t)

Input
filter ch.1

/'-

Xc(k)

Digital
filter y(k)

outside world soundcard computer

Figure 2

where f(t) is the (externally generated) modulating signal.

Let's first show the modulation again. When the signal to be measured is written as in Eq. 33:

x(t) = Am cos (m mt) with m m< 8m

Eq.44

and the modulating square wave signal as in Eq.-35:

f(t) = Ac x 4/ " * (cos (m ct) - 1/3 cos (3m ct) + lis COS (5m ct) - lh COS (7m ct) + 1/9 COS (9m ct) - ...)

Eq.45

then the modulation will give the result (Eq. 36):

Xc(t) = Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS «m m+m c)t) + COS «m m-m c)t) -

1/3COS «mm+3mc)t) - 1/3COS «mm-3m c)t) +

1/scos «m m+5m c)t) + 1/scos «m m-5m c)t) -
1 . 1
hcos «mm+7mc)t) - hcos «mm-7mc)t) + ..... )

Eq.46

When this signal passes the input filter of the soundcard only the low-frequency-part of this signal will
remain. When 10kHz is taken as carrier base-frequency, and assuming that all signal-components
above 20kHz will be filtered out the remaining signal will be (Eq. 37):

,"., 2
Xc(t) =Am * Ac * I" * (cos «m m+m c)t) + cos «m m-m c)t)

Eq.47
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I I Q q I i

-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

The remaining modulating signal on the second input will be the filtered signal from Eq. 45:
A

f(t) =Ac x 4/" * (cos (m ct»

Eq.48

I I + + I i
-3me -2me -me me 2mc 3mc

These both signals will be sampled with a sampling frequency ms which must be higher than 2 times
the highest frequency-component in the signal, this means larger than 2 * (B m+m c) [Kuo, p.46]. The
sampling process can be performed by replacing t with f"k 1m s), which results in:

A

Xe(k) = Am * Ac * 2/ " * (COS «m m+m e) f"k/m s» + COS «m m-m c) f"k 1m s)))

Eq.49
/'-

f(k) =Ac X 4/ " * (cos (m cf"k/ms)))

Eq.50

The demodulation is accomplished by multiplying these two signals sample by sample, giving the
result:

y(k) =Am * Ae
2 * 8/ ,,2 * ( cos «m m+2m c) f"k/m s» + cos «m m-2m c) f"k/m s» +

2 * cos «m m) f"k/ms)))

Eq.51

, Q ,--4J , Q ,
-3mc -2mc -me me 2mc 3me

The frequency components of this signal are shown in the frequency-graph below:

After filtering this signal by a digital low-pass filter, the sampled base signal is retrieved:
A

y(k) =Ay * Am * cos «m m) f"k/m s))) =Ay * x(k) where Ay =(Ac2 * 16/ ,,2)

Eq. 52

Aliasing

From Eq. 51 it can be seen that the signal before filtering has a frequency-component at two times
the carrier frequency, (m m+2m c) to be exactly. Although we have sampled the signals with a
sampling-frequency of at least two times the carrier frequency plus the original signal bandwidth (m e
+ Bm), this new frequency-component may be higher than half the sampling-frequency. Since no
frequency higher than half the sampling-frequency can exist after sampling, we have to investigate
the behaviour of this frequency-component.

Aliasing can be seen as a frequency-transformation with ms or a multiple, until the signal comes
within the range < -%ms, %ms>. When this is done for the described frequency component, we get:

-%ms < (m m+2m c) + n* ms < Y2ms

Eq.53
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For sampling the modulated signal without aliasing ms should be (Shannon):

ms > 2 * (8 m+m e)

Eq.54

When the sampling frequency is chosen just above this minimum value, for example
ms = (2 * (8 m+m e) + B), then the new frequency component after transformation will be:

mn= (mm + 2m e) + n * (2 * (8 m+m e) + B)

Eq.55

This frequency component mn will be within the range < -%ms, %ms > when n = -1:

mn = (m m+ 2m e - 28 m- 2m e - B) =
(-28m+ mm - B)

Eq.56

Although this does not overlap the original signal, it is that close to it, that it will cause problems to
filter it out. The effect is demonstrated in the next figures:

The demodulated signal before handling the aliasing effect:

------'--1+ Q
-ms -2me

I
-me

The demodulated signal with the aliasing effect:

+ nrnO +I I I I I
-ms -2me -me me 2me ms

To overcome this effect the sample-frequency ms must be larger than 2 * (8 m+2m e). This means
however collecting more samples for the same signal, resulting in a larger calculation overhead.

An interesting effect can be seen when the sampling-frequency ms=2m e. When this is substituted in
Eq. 55, the resulting frequency mn will equal m m for n =-1. So due to a proper chosen sampling
frequency the signal-component at (m m+ 2m e) will be transformed to m m, in which case a low-pass
filter would not be necessary anymore.
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5.2 Internal Demodulation

The most straightforward way to generate the modulating signal is to use one of the outputs of the
soundcard to generate a square-wave. But when this square-wave is generated by the soundcard, the
frequency of the square-wave is known exactly within the soundcard and can thus be used for
demodulation. In this case it is not needed to feed the carrier signal into the second input of the
soundcard. This principle of demodulation is depicted in Figure 3:

Xj(t) x(t) Xc(t)
/'-

Xc(t)
/'-

Xc(k)

Low-pass
filter

Input
filter ch.1

Output
f(t'-)-----+---i filter ch.2

ADC
ch.1

DAC
ch.2

y(k)

outside world soundcard computer

Figure 3

The square-wave used for modulation can be generated with a DAC sample-frequency ms of two
times the desired square-wave frequency me. This sample-frequency ms = 2 me can also be used for
the ADC, since using this value will omit the digital low-pass filter (see previous paragraph).

The continuous time function of the square-wave is:

f(t) = Ac x 4/x * (cos (met) - 1/3 COS (3met) + 1/5 COS (5met) - 11] COS (7met) + 1/9 COS (9met) - ... )

Eq. 57

and when t is replaced by ex k/ms) which equals \ k/me):

f(k) = Ac x 4/x* (cos (1tk) - 1/3 cos (31tk) + 1/5 cos (51tk) - 11] cos (71tk) + 1/9 cos (97tk) - ... )

= Ac x 4/x * (1-1/3+1/5_11]+1/g-' .. ) x cos (1tk)

= Ac x 4/x* x/4 x cos (1tk)

=Aex cos (1tk)

Eq.58

which is, as to be expected, Ac for even k and -Aefor odd k. This signal can now be used for
demodulation.

The filtered and sampled input-signal is:

X::(k) =Am * Ac * 2/x * (cos «mm+me) exk /2me» + cos «mm-me) exk /2me)))

Eq.59

which equals Eq. 49, but with ms replaced by 2me.

This signal is now multiplied sample by sample with the internal demodulation signal f(k) (Eq. 58):

y(k) = Am * Ac2 * 2/x* ( cos«mm+me) exk/2me» + cos«mm-me) exk /2me») * cos(1tk)

= Am * A/ * 2/x * ( Y:zcos«mm+me) exk /2me) - 1tk) + Y:zcos«mm+me) exk /2me) + 1tk) +

Y:zCOs«mm- me) exk /2me) - 1tk) + Y:zCOs«mm- me) exk /2me) + 1tk) )

= Am * Ae
2 * 2/x * ( Y:zcos(mmexk /2me) + exk /2) - 1tk) + Y:zcos(mmexk /2me) + exk /2) + 1tk) +

Y:zcos(mmexk /2me) - exk /2) - 1tk) + Y:zcos(mmexk /2me) - exk /2) + 1tk) )
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= Am * Ac2* 2/ 7< * ( ~CoS(Wme7<k 12me»+ ~cos(mme7<k 12me»+

~cos(mme7<k 12me»+ ~cos(mme7<k 12me» )
= Am * Ae

2* 4/ 7< * cos(mme7<k/2me»

(*)

Eq.60

(*): COS (X + 27tk) = COS (X)

The resulting signal equals the sampled base-signal, apart from a multiplication-factor:

y(k) =Ay * Am cos(mme7<k/2me» =Ay * x(k) where Ay =Ac2* 4/ 7<

Eq.61

The amplitude in Eq. 61 differs from Eq. 52 by a factor 4/ 7<, caused by the difference in signals used
for demodulation.

Time shift

In the above calculation is assumed that the sampling moment is at exactly 27< k/ms, and is thus
exactly in phase with the modulating signal. In practice there will be a delay in the signal path of the
modulated signal (input-stage, ADC). In the situation as described in 5.1 the carrier signal used for
demodulation was also delayed by the same signal path, but in this case an internal signal is used for
demodulation.

We take the sampled input signal as in Eq. 59, but with a time-shift 't in the sampling-moment:

~(k) = Am * Ae* 2/ 7< * (COS «m m+m e) «27<k 1m s) + 't» + cos «m m-m e) «27<k 1m s) + 't)))

Eq.62

This signal is again multiplied with the demodulation signal from Eq. 58:

y(k) = Am * Ae
2* 2/ 7< * ( cos«mm+me) «27<k/2me) + 't» + cos«mm-me) «27<k/2me) + 't») * cos(7tk)

= Am * A/ * 2/ 7< * ( ~cos«mm+me) «27<k/2me) + 't) - 7tk) + ~cos«mm+me) «27<k/2me) + 't) + 7tk) +

~COs«mm- me) (e7<k/2me) + 't) - 7tk) + ~cos«mm- me) «27<k/2me) + 't) + 7tk) )

= Am * Ae
2* 2/ 7< * ( ~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) + (f7<k/2) + me't) - 7tk) +

~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) + «27<k/2) + me't) + 7tk)+

~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) - «27<k/2) + me't) - 7tk) +

~cos(mm«2"k/2me) + 't) - «27<k/2) + me't) + 7tk) )

= Am * Ae
2* 2/ 7< * ( ~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) + me't) + ~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) + me't)+

~cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) - me't) + ~cos(mm«2"k/2me) + 't) - me't»

= Am * Ae
2* 2/" * ( cos(mm«27<k/2me) + 't) + me't) + cos(mm«27<k+Phi/2me) + 't) - me't) )

= Am * Ac2* 4/ 7< * cos(mm«2"k/2me) + 't» * cos(me't)

Eq.63

This result equals Eq. 61, apart from the time-shift in the retrieved signal and a factor cos(me't). For a
time-shift zero this factor will equal 1, as expected, and for small time-shifts the effect will not be
large. For larger time-shifts the amplitude of the retrieved signal can even go to zero. When the time
shift is constant, the effect can be compensated for.
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5.3 Demodulation by Sampling

After sampling the modulated and filtered input-signal can be written as (Eq. 49):

~(k) = Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS «m m+m c) e"k/ms» + COS «m m-m c) e"k/m s) ) )

Eq.64

This can be rewritten as:

~(k) = Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS (m me"k/ms) +m ce"k/ms» + COS (m me"k/m s) - mce"k/m s) ) )

Eq.65

This signal would describe the demodulated signal when mce"k/m s) would equal (n x 27t)k, which can
be left out. This is true when:

(n x 27t)k with n is a whole number

Eq.66

So for a sampling-frequency equal to the carrier frequency, or even half the carrier frequency, the
sampling process itself can accomplish the demodulation. We suppose here that the sampling
frequency of the ADC can be different from the frequency of the ADC (m s,DAC = ms,ADC). If this can
not be realised in hardware, it can be accomplished in software by leaving out samples.

The block-diagram of the modulation/demodulation process can now be simplified to the diagram in
Figure 4:

Xj(t) x(t)

f(k')

y(k)

/'-

Xe(k)

DAC
ch.2

/'-

Xe(t) Xe(t)

Input- ADC
filter ch.1 ch.1

Output
f(L-t)-----+-Ifilter ch.2

Low-pass
filter

outside world soundcard computer
Figure 4

When ms is equal to mc, the resulting sampled signal is:
/'-

Xe(k) = Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS (m me"k/m c) +m ce"k/mc» + COS (m me"k/mc) - mce"k/m c) ) )

= Am * Ac * 2/" * (COS (mme"k/mc) + 27tk) + COS (mme"k/mc) - 27tk) )

= Am * Ac * 4/" * COS (mme"k fmc) )

Eq.67

The resulting signal now equals the sampled base-signal, apart from a multiplication-factor:

y(k) =~(k) =Ay * Am cos(mme"k/mc» =Ay * x(k) where Ay =Ac * 4/"

Eq.68

The result equals Eq. 52, with a different sample-frequency, and the amplitude differing by a factor
Ac * 4/" because there is no multiplication with a demodulation signal.

The advantage of this method is that no sample by sample multiplication is necessary, reducing the
calculation time. Although the sampling frequency can be much smaller than the carrier frequency, it
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is limited by the bandwidth of the signal x(t) to be measured. It should be higher than two times this
bandwidth (anti-aliasing).

Time shift

Here also the shift in sample-moment must be taken into account. We take the sampled input signal
as in Eq. 49, but with a time-shift 't in the sampling-moment:

£:(k) = Am * Ac * 2/K* (cos «tiJm+tiJe) «2Kk/tiJs) + 't» + cos «tiJm-tiJe) «2Kk/tiJs) + 't»)

Eq.69

With tiJs = 1/n* tiJeto satisfy Eq. 66 this can be rewritten as:

~(k) = Am * Ac * 2/K* ( cos (tiJm«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) +tiJe«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) ) +

cos (tiJm«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) - tiJe«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) ) )

= Am * Ae* 2/K* ( cos (tiJm«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) + n*21tk + tiJe't) +

cos (tiJm«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) - n*21tk - tiJe't»

= Am * Ac * 2/K* (cos (tiJm(e"k*n/tiJe) + 't) + tiJe't) + cos (tiJm«2Kk*n/tiJe) + 't) - tiJe't) )

= Am * Ae* 4/K* cos (tiJm«2"k*n/tiJe) + 't) ) * cos (tiJe't)

Eq. 70

This result differs from Eq. 67 by a factor cos(tiJe't). So the signal is rather insensitive for small time
shifts in the sample-moment. For large time-shifts the resulting signal-amplitude can even become
zero.
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* (cos«mm + 2me)t + phi2(mm + 2me»+ cos«mm - 2me)t + phi2(mm - 2me»)
Eq. 71
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6. Effects of non-ideal Modulation on Demodulation

In chapter 4, Modulation. the effects of non-ideal modulation are discussed. With ideal modulation
the input to the analogue-to-digital converter will only consist of frequency-components around the
carrier-frequency. In the non-ideal case, when the modulating square-wave signal has a duty-cycle
unequal to 50% and/or a DC-offset, the resulting signal will also contain frequency-components
around two times the carrier-frequency and around zero. Since these components fall in the border
regions of the soundcard input-range. they will probably be distorted. We will now take a look at the
effects of these components in the demodulation-process.

We will assume that the input to the ADC is now given by:
A

Xe(t) = A1(Iilm)

A2

where mm < Bmand phi1(m) and phi2(m) are phase-shifts, caused by filtering in the input stage of the
soundcard. The filtering will also cause the amplitudes to depend on the frequency. The basic
modulated signal will be around me. which will be somewhere in the middle of the range. For these
frequencies the phase shift is supposed to be zero and the amplitude not depending on the
frequency. This will result in the following frequency-plot:

I
-3me

(,--Q-A I[---Q-q
-2me -me me 2me

6.1 Basic Demodulation

In the case of basic demodulation the carrier signal, Le. the square-wave, is fed into a second input
of the soundcard. But when the square-wave is not ideal, this signal will also contain a DC-level and
a duty-cycle not equal to 50%. The DC-level will be filtered out by the inputfilter, but the first
harmonic of the signal, with frequency 2me (refer to Eq. 45) will also reach the ADC-input, and is
probably distorted.

A

f(t) = A4 cos (m et) + A5(2me) cos(2met + phi3(2m et) )

Eq. 72

where phi3 is a phase-shift. caused by filtering in the input-stage of the soundcard. The signal is
represented by the following frequency-plot:

! r-T'1;--1-'"----+'-t------,----
-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

After sampling this signal will be multiplied with the sampled signal in Eq. 71. The resulting signal
will contain a large amount of frequency-components. On the next page the plots with the frequency
components are drawn for each product term. The total signal-plot will be the sum of these plots.
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Produced by the component as baseband level:

A1(mm) cos(mmt + phi1(mm» * (A4 cos (m et) + A5(2me) cos(2met + phiJ(2m et) ) ):

I C> ('

-3me -2me
I

3me

Eq. 73

Produced by the component around me:

A2 (cos«mm + me)t) + cos«mm - me)t» * (~ cos (m et) + A5(2me) cos(2met + phi3(2m et) ) ):

7 Q
-3me -2me

Q

Eq. 74

Produced by the component around 2me:

A3(mm + 2me) (cos«mm + 2me)t + phi2(mm + 2me» + cos«mm - 2me)t + phi2(mm - 2me» ) *
(~ cos (m et) + A5(2me) cos(2met + phi3(2m et) ) ):

---LcP-'--------'TP----'------------,I-----'-Pr--'--~~-'-q-r'---..,---1--'-q-r--------"-9+-
-4me -3me -2me -me me 2me 3me 4me

Eq. 75

From this plots it can be seen that there is more than one component at baseband level, from which
some are distorted. So from the resulting sum-signal the original signal can not be retrieved by
simply using a low-pass filter. There will still remain a component at baseband level, which is caused
by the multiplication of the 2me components in both carrier and modulated signal. There are several
solutions to overcome this problem:

1. Choose the carrier-frequency in such a way that twice this frequency is filtered out by the input
filter (» 1OkHz).

2. Apply low-pass digital filtering to both the modulated signal and the carrier-signal before
multiplying.

3. Apply band-pass digital filtering to both the modulated signal and the carrier-signal before
multiplying.

4. Apply low-pass digital filtering to only the modulated signal or the carrier-signal before multiplying.

Ad.1: The first solution will cancel the 2me components in both filtered carrier and filtered modulated
signal, resulting in the following frequency-plot:

I Q 1\ 1\
rp

1\ 1\ QI I I
-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

A low-pass filter is still necessary in this case, even when the sampling frequency is chosen at 2me.
Also a higher modulating frequency can cause negative effects in the modulator.
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Ad.2: The second solution will have the same effect on the frequency-plots as the first, but two
filtering stages are necessary in software.

Ad.3: The third solution will result in a situation equal to the ideal situation, with frequency-plot:

I Q I m I
-3UJe -2UJe -UJe UJe

Q

In this case the filtering after demodulation can be omitted again by choosing the sampling frequency
at 2UJe, but two band-pass filters are required in software.

AdA: The distorting component is created by the multiplication of the 2UJe components in both carrier
and modulated signal. So if one of these two can be filtered out, the distorting component will not be
present anymore. The best signal to apply this filtering to is the carrier signal, since this has only
frequency components at exactly UJe and 2UJe. The filter has to leave the phase of the UJe unaffected,
to maintain synchronicity between carrier and modulated signal.

The resulting frequency graph of the resulting demodulated signal looks like:

---"-r-'0'----------'---Q---'----------.A(\'-r---'--m-------'---r'?~Q-.-----'---L.....,-'-q-
-3UJe -2UJe -UJe UJe 2UJe 3UJe

After low-pass filtering this signal the original signal is retrieved again.
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6.2 Internal Demodulation

In the case of using the internally generated carrier signal, this signal is numerical available inside
the computer, free of DC-level and harmonics:

f(k) = Ac cos (7tk) = Ac cos (me 2"k/2me)

The modulated and sampled input-signal with ms = 2me is (derived from Eq. 71):
A

Xc(k) = A1(mm) * cos(mm2"k/2me + phi1(mm» +

A2 * (cos«mm + me) 2"k/2me) + COS«mm - me) 2"k/2me) ) +

A3(mm + 2me) * (cos«mm + 2me) 2"k/2me + phi2(mm + 2me» +

COS«mm - 2me) 2"k/2me + phi2(mm - 2me) ) )

Eq. 76

Multiplication of these two signals will result in the following frequency-components:

Produced by the component as baseband level:

A1(mm) COS(mm2"k/2me+ phi1(mm» * Ac cos (me 2"k/2me)

I
3me

I I
me 2me

II II
I

-me

II II
I I

-3me -2me

Eq.77

Produced by the component around me:

A2(cos«mm + me) 2"k/2me) + cOS«mm - me) 2xk/2me» * Ac cos (me 2"k/2me)

-----rl--'---T-Q-'-------r-I-rn------,--,----l.-Q---,---L--'-----I-

-3me -2me -me me 2me 3me

Eq. 78

Produced by the component around 2me:

A3(mm + 2me) (Cos«mm+2me) 2"k/2me + phi2(mm+2me» + COS«mm-2me) 2"k/2me + phi2(mm-2me» ) *

Ac cos (me 2"k/2me)

v I
-2me

v I
2me

Eq. 79

As can be seen from the frequency-plots there is only one component at baseband level, so a digital
low-pass filter will be sufficient to restore the original signal. It is not possible to select the sampling
frequency in such a way that filtering is not necessary, due to the distorted frequency-components,
which must be filtered out.
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6.3 Demodulation by Sampling

The last method of demodulation was demodulation by proper sampling. As seen in paragraph 5.3
the demodulation can be accomplished by sampling with a frequency UJsthat equals the carrier
frequency UJe. The modulated and sampled input-signal is again derived from Eq. 71, now with UJs=UJe:

/"

Xe(k) = A1(UJm) * cos(UJm2"k/UJe + phi1(UJm» +

A2 * (cos«UJm+ UJe) 2"k/UJe) + cos«UJm - UJe) 2"k/UJe) ) +

A3(UJm+2UJe) * (cos«UJm+2UJe) 2"k/UJe+phi2(UJm+2UJe» + cos«UJm-2UJe) 2"k/UJe+phi2(UJm-2UJe) ) )

= A1(UJm) * cos(UJm2"k/UJe + phi1(UJm» +

A2 * (cos(UJm2"k/UJe) + cos(UJm2"k/UJe) )

A3(UJm+2UJe) * (cos(UJm2"k/UJe + phi2(UJm+ 2UJe» + cos(UJm2"k/UJe + phi2(UJm - 2UJe»)

Eq.80

The result is a mixture of signals at baseband level, with different frequency-dependent amplitude
and different frequency-dependent phase-shifts. From this mixture the original signal can not be
retrieved. It is not possible to apply digital filtering, because the sampling process causes the
distortion. It is possible to use analogue inputfilters, but this will raise the amount of external
electronic circuitry.

6.4 Conclusion

The effects of non-ideal modulation have impact on all three implementation-methods of
demodulation. It appears that despite the non-ideal modulation, it is still possible to restore the
original signal.

The first method, basic demodulation, now requires filtering of both the modulated signal and the
carrier signal. The second method, called internal modulation, only needs filtering of the
multiplication result. With the third method, demodulation by proper sampling, it will not be possible
to restore the original signal.

When making a choice for a demodulation method, not only the theoretical consideration, but also
the practical realisation has to be taken into account. From the above discussion it is clear that the
third method is not useable, and the first method will require more complex software (that is, more
calculation overhead). So the best choice is the second method. However, when the second method
is implemented in software, it turns out to be very difficult to synchronise between outgoing data to
the soundcard and incoming data from the soundcard. This will cause a shift of some samples, which
might not be reproducible, and which will cause problems in the demodulation. In that case it is better
to select the first method, where modulated signal and carrier are always exactly synchronous, and
demodulation will always give the same result.
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7. Hardware implementation

Using the results from the previous chapters we will now look at the hardware to be used.

7.1 Designing the modulator

As can be seen in chapter 4, Modulation, the modulator can be a so-called chopper modulator. In the
ideal case this modulator will send the original signal to its output one half period, and the inverted
+signal the other half period. From chapter 6, Effects of non-ideal Modulation on Demodulation, it
appeared that frequency-components caused by a DC-level could easily be filtered out after sampling
by the soundcard. This effect offers the opportunity to choose the DC-level of the square wave at half
the square wave amplitude, which results in a square wave with one half period zero amplitude.

When the above-described square wave is used, the chopper modulator becomes very simple: the
modulator will send the original signal to its output one half period, and zero the other half period. So
no signal inversion is needed. The DC-level in this case will be Ude =1/2Ac .

The signal that comes out of the demodulator can now be described by:

><c(t) =Am * Ac * C/2 cos(m mt) + 2/" * (COS «m m+m e)t) + COS «m m-m e)t) ) )

Eq.81

where higher frequency components are neglected since they will be filtered out by the soundcard
inputfilter.

After sampling and demodulation the result will be:

y(k) = (Am * Ac2 * 4/" * cos(mme"k/2me»)+

(Am * Ac2* 1/4 (cos(m m+m e)(2"k/2me) + cos(m m-m e)(2"k/2me) ) )

Eq.82

The amplitude of the components around me is roughly half the amplitude of the retrieved baseband
signal, so a digital low-pass filter is required to filter out these components

The modulator will now consist of an analogue switch that is controlled by a square-wave generated
by the soundcard. To make this switch work properly, and to create a high-impedance input for the
signal to be measured, some buffering is needed. Additional filtering can be added to the inputbuffer
to prevent distortion in the modulating/demodulating process. When frequencies higher than half the
carrier-frequency are present in the input signal, the modulated signal and the base-band signal will
overlap. So the cut-off frequency of this filter has to be adapted to the carrier frequency. Since the
sample-rate with which the signal after demodulation is retrieved (which is the controller update-rate)
will be lower than the carrier frequency, a simple first order filter will be sufficient. A block-diagram of
the modulator is drawn in Figure 5:

Input Low-pass
signal filter

Input
buffer

Analogue
switch

Output
buffer

Modulated
signal

Carrier
L....-----Ibuffer Carrier

Figure 5

The schematics of the realisation of this block-diagram can be found in appendix S, Schematics
soundcard interface.
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7.2 Restoring the PWM-signal

The PWM-signal that is generated by the soundcard has a form as described in Figure 1b, chapter 3.
To restore the original signal a comparator has to be used. Additional amplification can be used to
get the desired signal strength. As described in paragraph 3.2 a low-pass filter can added to filter out
the PWM frequency. The output-signal hardware is drawn in the block-diagram in Figure 6:

Output
signal

Amplifier Low-pass filter
(additional)

Analogue
comparator

PWM-signal
from soundcard

Zero

Figure 6

7.3 Providing power

Both the input-signal modulation and the PWM-signal regeneration will need power to operate. There
are several ways the power supply can be realised:

• Using the mains-supply.

A standard adapter could be used, but both positive and negative voltages are required, since the
used signals are also both positive and negative. So a special adapter is needed, or two
adapters, or a special circuit to convert a single supply voltage into a positive and a negative
supply voltage.

• Using one of the power lines of the computer.

The only power-line that is externally available without hardware-interference in the computer is
the 5 volt line, available at the keyboard connector. Again additional electronics are needed to
convert this voltage into a positive and a negative supply voltage.

• Using the audio-power of the soundcard.

The soundcard has an output to drive a pair of speakers. As can be seen in appendix C:
Hardware specifications Sound Blaster 16 [Creative], the maximum power for this type of
soundcard is 4 Watt at 4 Ohms. This should be enough to provide the power for some
operational amplifiers. When the carrier signal, that is used for the modulator, is amplified by the
soundcard to full power, the speaker signal can be rectified and filtered to get a positive and a
negative supply voltage.

One of the design goals for the hardware interface is to keep it low-cost. The third method, using the
soundcard audio-power, basically only requires two diodes and two capacitors, and is therefor the
most cost-effective. It has however one disadvantage: when the power from the soundcard is used to
create a dual power supply, this supply must be loaded symmetrically. This is caused by the output
capacitor. When an actuator is driven with a positive (negative) voltage for a long time, the positive
(negative) supply voltage will decrease and the negative (positive) supply voltage will increase. So
unless the actuator is very low-power the soundcard audio-power can not be used. In case that is not
enough some kind of additional power supply is needed; this could be a battery, which is obvious
when for example a battery-powered vehicle is used as control application.

The Schematics of the complete hardware interface can be found in appendiX B: Schematics
soundcard interface.
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7.4 Soundcard hardware

In Figure 7 an outline is given of the soundcard hardware as far as the analogue signal paths are
concerned.

Line output 1 (L)

Line output 2 (R)

Input signal (L)

Input signal (R)
Mixer

Digital control

Power
amplifier

Host computer

Speaker output 1 (L)

Speaker output 2 (R)

Figure 7

7.5 Connections to the soundcard

Using the hardware as described in the previous paragraphs, a wiring-diagram can be drawn how to
connect the hardware-interface to the soundcard. This is done in Figure 8.

Hardware interface

I

Input signal . Modulator Modulat+d signa!..
I

..
I

l" l" I.
Car~er

..
I
I
I
I

.-----
Car~er

I
I
I
I,

Output signal Amplifier ... PWM- PWM ~ignal... -~ regeneration .....
I
I

~,. U I
I
I

!

L....- Power-supply Power signal
External power generation ....
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Figure 8
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8. Software implementation

The basic software for controlling the soundcard in the described way, that is for measuring external
signals and providing output signal, has to include the following functionality:

• Programming the soundcard for adjusting sampling frequency and volume.

• Reading sampled data from the soundcard.

• Perform the demodulation process on the sampled data.

• Perform filtering on the demodulated data.

• Create a PWM signal.

• Writing PWM data to the soundcard.

When control applications are to be realised the following functionality has to be added:

• Generate a controller setpoint.

• Calculate an output-signal based on the setpoint and the measured external signal (the
controller).

For ease of use the software can be completed with the following functionality:

• User interface to change setpoint.

• User interface to change parameters of the controller.

• User interface to monitor variables.

• Graphical interface to display time diagrams.

A software design is made using the Yourdon/DeMarco methodology. The output of the used
casetool, EasyCASE, is listed in appendix A: Software layout. The following parts from the design are
realised in software:

• Sensor module, performing the demodulation and filtering

• Controller module, with a PID controller algorithm, and data monitor facilities

• Actuator mOdule, for creation of PWM data

• Setpoint generator module for programming setpoints

• DMA module, with DMA initialisation and sample routine

• Main module, with soundcard functions and user interface

• Graphical module to present data in a simple graph on the computer screen

The programs is written for DOS, and is tested on a 100Mhz Pentium. By means of small
adjustments the program can run on slower computers.
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9. Measurement result

With de hardware and software as described in the previous chapters a test-stand is build, and
measurements are performed to determine the reachable specifications. The first paragraph
describes the test stand and the measurements that were performed; the second paragraph shows
the results of the measurements.

9.1 Description of the tests

The test-stand as used for the measurements consists of 4 major parts:

• Computer with the program performing the described software functions, and a SoundBlaster
compatible sound card (SB16).

• Hardware interface containing the modulator and the PWM restoring

• Signal generator

• Two channel oscilloscope, to compare the input signal and output signal. This oscilloscope also
has also spectrum analyser functions.

The test stand is depicted in Figure 9.

/0\
Host computer with

sound card

J!!. ~

Audio connections

"" '7

Hardware
interface

Signal t I .. 2-channel
generator

~

oscilloscope..
~

Figure 9

The following test were performed:

• Determination of the effects of limited number of pUlse-width levels.

• Determination of step responses for various sample frequencies.

• Determination of IH(jm)1 and argH(jm) for various sample frequencies.

• Determination of the effects of software filtering.

• Determination of distortion of the output signal for various sample frequencies.

With sample frequency the frequency with which the data is handled in the software is meant.
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All measurements are performed with a proportional controller with kp = -1 to get a positive output
signal for a positive sensor input. The setpoint was set to zero.

The selected sample frequency for the measurements is partly determined by the modulation
principle of the interface. The soundcard generates a modulation signal of 11 kHz, for which four
samples are needed (with a soundcard sampling frequency of 44kHz). Since soundcard input and
soundcard output are synchronised, the number of soundcard-samples has to be a multiple of four.
This limits the sample frequency to 11 kHz, 5500Hz, 3667Hz, 2750Hz, 2200Hz, 1833Hz, The
highest frequency, 11 kHz, does not work, because of the software overhead. For the measurements
5500Hz, 2200Hz, 1000Hz, 500Hz, 200Hz and 100Hz were selected.

During the measurements one hardware option and two software options were used that will be
explained here:

• For measuring the output signal of the controller the PWM signal must be filtered to filter out the
PWM frequency. The response of this filter has to be taken into account when the measurement
results are interpreted.

• When the sample frequency is low, the PWM frequency, which normally equals the sample
frequency, can be doubled or quadrupled. Changing the number of soundcard samples used for
generating the PWM signal can do this. When for example the sample frequency is 500Hz, 88
soundcard samples are used for PWM generation. When now 44 samples are used for PWM
generation, the frequency doubles, at the cost of coarseness: only about 40 amplitude levels are
possible, instead of 88.

• In the software a filter is used to filter out the unwanted demodulation products. This filter
normally uses all soundcard samples during one cycle, but it is also possible to use only the last
few samples. This will raise the sensitivity for high frequency noise (high frequency = larger than
sample frequency), but will also decrease the input-output delay of the controller:

When the sample frequency is 1000Hz, the number of soundcard samples is 44. When now the
average is taken from these 44 samples, a delay is introduced of 22 samples = 0.5ms. When
only the last 10 samples are used, the delay is decreased to 5 samples = 0.11 ms.
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9.2 Test results

The original measurements can be found in appendix E: Measurement printouts.

PWM coarseness

From the measurements it can be concluded that for a sample frequency of 5500 Hz the number of
levels is too low for accurate control, unless a kind of discrete actuator is used. It can also be seen
that linearity is better for lower sample frequencies.

Step response

The step-response is measured at five sample frequencies. They are performed to determine the
input-output delay of the controller. The external PWM filter mostly determines the actual signal
shape. The result are given in Table 1.

Effects of sample frequency on step response

Sample frequency Measured delay Measured delay Delay minus two

[Hz] [ms] [#samples] Samples [ms]

5500 1.3 7,1 0.93

2200 1.8 3,9 0.89

1000 2.7 2.7 0.7

500 4.8 2.4 0.8

200 11.0 2.2 1.0

Table 1

It can be seen that the measured delay in samples will go to two samples for lower sample-rates.
Two samples can be explained by looking at the principle of data-transfer in the soundcard and host
computer: data is collected during one period, transferred and processed in the next, and transferred
to the output the third.

It can be concluded that for low sample-rates the delay is determined by the software, and for high
sample-rates the delay is determined by soundcard hardware (filters, ADC, DAC) and external
hardware.
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Transfer function

The results of the transfer function measurements are listed in the Table 2. For IH(jm)1 the normalised
value is calculated.

During the measurements the averaging filter of the oscilloscope is used to get a clear reading of the
results. This will filter out the unwanted PWM frequencies. The method of PWM generation is
selected in such a way that for all three sampling frequencies the PWM frequency is roughly the
same.

IH(jw)I and argH(jw) are drawn in Graph 1 and Graph 2 respectively.

From Graph 1 it can be seen that IH(jw)1 is significantly lower for 500Hz sampling frequency at
200Hz. The difference between 1000Hz and 2200Hz is much less, but this is probably caused by the
PWM-frequency filter. From graph 2 it can be see that the phase is much better for higher sampling
frequencies The difference between 1000Hz and 2200Hz sampling frequency is almost 70 degrees at
200Hz.

Sample frequency effects on transfer function

Sample frequency Input frequency IH(jm)1 arg H(jm)

{Hz] {Hz] [-] [degrees]

2200 0.5 1.0 0

10 1.1 -6

100 1.0 -85

200 0.7 -171

500 0.4 -402

1000 1 1.0 0

10 1.1 -8

100 1.0 -127

200 0.81 ·248

400 0.37 -488

500 1 1.0 0

10 1.1 -17

100 0.9 -199

200 0.5 -411

Table 2
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IHUw)1 as a function of sample frequency
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Software filtering

The effects of changing the software filter are investigated at a sampling frequency of 1000Hz. The
measurements for filtering with all samples are taken from the transfer function measurements.

The results are listed in Table 3, and drawn in Graph 3 and Graph 4.

From Graph 3 can be seen that the method of filtering has negligible effect on IHOw)!. but Graph 4
shows that argHOw) is slightly better for filtering with the last 10 samples.

Softwarefilter effects on HOw)

Filter method Input frequency IHOm)1 arg HOm)

[Hz] [-] [degrees]

All samples 1 1.0 0

10 1.1 -8

100 1.0 -127

200 0.81 -248

400 0.37 -488

Last 10 samples 1 1.0 0

10 1.1 -8

100 1.0 -110

200 0.81 -222

400 0.42 -428

Table 3

Softwarefilter effects on IHOw)1

-+-AII

" Last 10
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Softwarefilter effects on argH(jw)
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Distortion

Distortion measurement is performed for a sampling frequency of 1000Hz, an sine-wave of 100Hz as
input signal. The method of PWM-generation is varied as described in paragraph 9.1. This will cause
a PWM-coarseness in the output signal as measured in the first measurement.

For the results of the measurements refer to appendix E, printout 28-30.

As to be expected the frequency-plots show peaks at the signal frequency, 100Hz, and also at the
PWM-frequency. Remarkable is that also significant peaks appear at PWM-frequency minus signal
frequency and PWM-frequency plus signal-frequency.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations ·

From the previous chapters it can be concluded that it is possible to use PC-soundcards for
measurement and control applications. In chapter 1 it is seen that no real standard exists for PC
soundcards, but the requirement "SoundBlaster compatible" will guarantee that the interface as
described in this thesis will work with other soundcard as well. Technically the main problem of using
soundcards is the DC-blocking of input and output circuitry. Amplitude modulation techniques can be
used for signal input (measuring) and pulse width modulation for signal output (actuating) to
overcome this DC-blocking.

For the input-part a chopper-modulator tumed out to be the best method for realising the modulation,
both from the hardware and the software point of view. As far as hardware is concerned, the chopper
modulator is basically a switching device, which can be driven by the software via the soundcard. As
far as the software is concerned the imperfections of the chopper modulator can be compensated for
easily, by using digital low-pass filtering.

The reachable signal-bandwidth, that is, the maximum bandwidth for the external (sensor-)signal to
be measured can be almost 5kHz as far as the modulation/demodulation part is concerned (using
10kHz carrier frequency). The communication between soundcard and host-computer, the software
application that actually uses the measured signal, and of course the working speed of the host
computer itself will determine the calculation overhead per sample. This overhead must of course be
smaller than the time interval between two samples, and can be decreased by handling more than
one sample at a time. This will however decrease the overall bandwidth. Using a 100MHz Pentium
host computer a measurement update-rate of 5kHz can be reached, resulting in a 2.5kHz maximum
signal bandwidth.

The signal output using pulse-width modulation has a limited bandwidth due the trade-off that has to
be made between signal resolution and bandwidth. The more accurate a certain output-level is to be
realised, the more samples are needed to realise the PWM-signal, the lower its frequency is and thus
the resulting signal bandwidth.

From the measurement of input-contrOller-output it can be concluded that it is possible to realise
controller update-rates of up to 2200Hz, when no fine control of the actuator is required. Otherwise
1000H or 500 Hz should be used. Lower sample frequencies allow the higher PWM-frequencies
without loss of resolution.

In practice the power supply for the external electronics realising the modulation and PWM-signal
restoring can be generated using the audio-power from the soundcard. Only for driving power
actuators, that is, requiring more than approximately 100mW, external power sources are needed.

The described methods offer a low-cost possibility to implement the interface between analogue
measurement and control applications and the Sound-Blaster compatible PC-soundcard. The
consequences of using a low-cost interface can be compensated by software, which makes it
possible to make a simple implementation of measurement and control practice available to many
students (and other technicians). The use of the soundcard for control applications has been
emphasised here, but tests have demonstrated that it can also be used for measurement
applications. In that case PWM generation is not used, and a maximum frequency of 5kHz can be
reached.

A small test-stand with a basic software program for implementing the demodulation and PWM
generation and prototype hardware for modulator and PWM-regeneration has demonstrated that the
solutions can be put into practice. A small application has been used to demonstrate a control loop,
for which a control bandwidth of 1kHz is used.

When the PC-soundcard has to be used for the described goal, some work still has to be done. The
hardware has to be realised onto a small printed circuit board, to make it reliable, and easy to
duplicate. The software has to be expanded such that it is easy to implement different types of
controllers, with adjustable parameters, and more functionality for monitoring variables has to be
added.
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Appendix A: Software design

This appendix describes the layout for the software that has been written to implement the
demodulation process, a simple controller algorithm, the generation of the PWM-signal, and a user
interface.

The design is made using the EasyCase casetool. The following sheets are included (6 pages):

• Context diagram

• Overview of modules

• Sensor module

• Controller module

• Actuator module

• Setpoint generator module

• DMA module
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Appendix B: Schematics soundcard interface

This appendix describes the schematics of the hardware interface that is realised.
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Appendix C: Hardware specifications Sound Blaster 16

• Frequency Response: 20Hz - 20KHz (Line-out)

• Signal to Noise Ratio: 80 dB (Amp out)

• Sampling Rate for Playback/Recording (Stereo): 5 kHz - 44.1 kHz

• Supply Voltage Requirement (Loading): +5, +12, -12 Volt

• Current Consumption (Typical): 300, 500, 30 rnA respectively

• Microphone Impedance: 600 Ohms

• Line-In Impedance: 47 kOhms

• CD Audio-In Impedance: 50 kOhms

• Microphone Sensitivity: 10 - 200 mVpp

• Line-In Sensitivity: 0 - 2 vpp

• CD Audio-In Sensitivity: 0 - 2 Vpp

• AD/DA Resolution: 16 bits

• Output Power (Max.): 4 Watts @ 4 Ohms PMPO (Amp out)

For more information on SoundBlaster sound cards refer to [Creative].
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Appendix D: MPC standards

The MPC standards are taken from http://vvv;fvv.spa.org!i(>RQ [MPC}

Multimedia PC Level 1 System Requirements (MPC 1)

Hardware:

• 386SX or higher processor

• 2 MB RAM

• 30 MB hard disk

• VGA or VGA+ display

• Two button mouse

• 101 key keyboard

• CD-ROM drive:

• CD-DA outputs, sustained 150 kblsec transfer rate without consuming more than 40
percent of CPU bandwidth in the process

• Average seek time of 1 second or less

• MSCDEX 2.2 driver or equivalent that implements the extended audio APls

• Sub channel Q support (P, R-Woptional)

• Audio board:

• 8-bit DAC, Linear PCM sampling, 22.05 and 11.025 kHz rate, DMAIFIFO with interrupt

• 8-bit ADC, Linear PCM sampling, 11.025 kHz rate, microphone level input

• Music synthesiser

• On-board analogue audio mixing capabilities

• Serial port, parallel port

• MIDI 1/0 port

• Joystick port

• Headphones or speakers connected to your computer system

System Software:

Binary compatibility with Windows 3.0 plus Multimedia Extensions Windows 3.1

CD-ROMI Sound Card Audio Cable Standard for MPC Components:

The following cable standards apply only to MPC components (CD-ROM drives or sound cards sold
separately). Full systems and upgrade kits are not required to observe the following specification:

Multimedia PC CD-ROM drive component must include a minimum 4 inch cable to connect
the drive's analogue audio output connector to an MPC sound card's analogue audio input
connector. The cable's open sound card connector must be a female 4 pin Molex 70066
G,70400-G, or 70430-G connector with 2.54 mm pitch, or the equivalent, with the following
pin assignments: pin 1- left signal, pin 2-ground, pin 3- ground, pin 4- right signal.

A Multimedia PC sound card component must be capable of mating with the CD-ROM audio
cable by having a 2.54 mm pitch Molex 70553male connector on the card (or the equivalent),
or by including a short patch cable. The patch cable must plug into the non-standard sound
card connector and have an open male connector (Molex 701 07-A,or the equivalent) for
attaching to the CD-ROM cable female connector. The pin assignments on the sound card
connectors must be complementary to the CD-ROM audio cable connectors.
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Multimedia PC Level 2 System Requirements (MPC 2)

Hardware:

• 25 MHz 486SX or compatible microprocessor

• 4 megabytes of RAM (8 megabytes recommended)

• 3.5 1/2 inch Floppy drive

• Hard drive (160 MB minimum)

• Video display resolution of at least 640x480 with 65,536 (64K)colours

• Two button mouse

• 101 key Keyboard (or functional equivalent)

• CD-ROM Drive:

• Double speed with CD-DA outputs (Capable of sustained 300 KB/sec transfer rate)

• No more than 40% of the CPU bandwidth may be consumed when maintaining a
sustained transfer rate of 150 KB/sec

• Average seek time of 400 milliseconds or less

• 10,000 hours MTBF

• CD-ROM XA ready (mode 1 capable, mode 2 form 1 capable, mode2 form 2 capable)

• Multi-session capable

• MSCDEX 2.2 driver or equivalent that implements the extended audio APls

• Sub-channel Q support (P, R-Woptional)

• Audio board:

• 16-bit DAC, Linear PCM sampling; 44.1, 22.05, and 11.025 kHz rate, DMAIFIFO buffered
transfer capability

• 16 bit ADC, Linear PCM sampling; 44.1, 22.05, and 11.025 kHz rate, DMAIFIFO buffered
transfer capability; microphone input

• Music synthesiser

• On-board analogue audio mixing capabilities

• CD-ROM XA audio capability is recommended.

• Support for the IMA adopted ADPCM software algorithm is recommended.

• Serial port, parallel port

• MIDI 110 port

• Joystick port

• Headphones or speakers connected to your computer system

System Software:

Binary compatibilrty with Windows 3.0 plus Multimedia Extensions Windows 3.1

CD-ROMI Sound Card Audio Cable Standard for MPC Components:

Same cable standard as Level 1 (full systems and upgrade kits are not required to observe this
specification.)
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Multimedia PC Level 3 System Requirements (MPC 3)

(Release 1.3)

MPC3 does not replace the MPC1 and MPC2 specification; rather, it defines an updated platform
suitable for delivering enhanced multimedia functionality.

For the complete MPC 3 refer to the Multimedia PC Working Group of the Software Publishers
Association, http://v'lvNv.spa.Oi'aLmpc [MPC}.
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Appendix E: Measurement printouts

The measurements as performed by means of the oscilloscope are printed out. An overview of the
enclosed printouts is given below.

# Measurement Sample freq. Input freq. PWM type Hardw. Filter Softw. Filter
description [Hz] [Hz] [J.1FJ / [OJ [#samples]

1 PWM- 5500 ramp 10 Sinale 4.7/270 All
2 coarseness 2200 ramp 10 Sinale 4.7/270 All
3 1000 ramD 10 Single 4.7/270 All
4 Step- 5500 SQuare) 50 Sinale 4.7/270 All
5 response 2200 SQuare) 50 Single 4.7/270 All
6 1000 (SQuare) 50 Dual 4.7/270 All
7 500 square) 50 Quad 4.7/270 All
8 200 square) 25 Quad 4.7/1120 All
9 Transfer- 2200 0.5 Single 4.7/135 All
10 function 2200 10 Sinale 4.7/135 All
11 2200 100 Single 4.7/135 All
12 2200 200 Single 4.7/135 All
13 2200 500 Single 4.7/135 All
14 1000 1 Dual 4.7/135 All
15 1000 10 Dual 4.7/135 All
16 1000 100 Dual 4.7/135 All
17 1000 200 Dual 4.7/135 All
18 1000 400 Dual 4.7/135 All
19 500 1 Quad 4.7/135 All
20 500 10 Quad 4.7/135 All
21 500 100 Quad 4.7/135 All
22 500 200 Quad 4.7/135 All
23 Effect 1000 1 Dual 4.7/135 Last 10
24 software 1000 10 Dual 4.7/135 Last 10
25 filtering 1000 100 Dual 4.7/135 Last 10
26 1000 200 Dual 4.7/135 Last 10
27 1000 400 Dual 4.7/135 Last 10
28 Distortion 1000 100 Sinole 4.7/135 All
29 1000 100 Dual 4.7/135 All
30 1000 100 Quad 4.7/135 All
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 5.000 V 10.00 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 1.000 V -2.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 437.5mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 5.000 V 10.00 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 1.000 V -2.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 50.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 437.5mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Vo lts/d iv Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 5.000 V 10.00 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 1. 000 V -2.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
ma'in 50.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 437.5mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Voltsjdiv Position Coup l-j ng BW l'jmit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.016 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main sjdiv Delay Reference
main 5.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + dc off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.016 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 5.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Pos it ion Coupling BW limit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.016 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 5.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Pos it ion Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.016 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 5.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.016 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 5.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Vo lts/d iv Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
ma'in 500.0ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 32
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe

1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 234.4mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 32
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 203.1mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 32
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 203.1mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 32
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW limit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V dc off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V dc off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 203.1mV + dc off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 200.0ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64

Cursors Vl(2) = -484.4mV V2(2) = 546.9mV dV(2) = 1.031 V
tl = -1.690 s t2 -1.640 s dt = 50.00ms l/dt = 20.00 Hz
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64

Cursors Vl(2) = -484.4mV V2(2) 546.9mV dV(2) = 1.031 V
tl = -1.690 s t2 -1.640 s dt = 50.00ms l/dt = 20.00 Hz
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64

Cursors Vl(2) = -484.4mV V2(2) = 546.9mV dV(2) = 1.031 V
tl = -1.690 s t2 -1.640 s dt = 50.00ms l/dt = 20.00 Hz
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Vertical State Voltsjdiv Pos it ion Coupling BW limit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main sjdiv Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V dc off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V dc off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
rna'in 2.000rns 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + dc off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 200.0ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Pos it ion Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 200.0ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupl"ing Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1. 000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej No;seRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
average: 64
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW limit Invert Probe
1 on 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 on 500.0mV -1.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 2.000ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 62.50mV + de off off 19.52ms

Display Mode
average: 64
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HP54645A System A.01.05

Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 off 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10:1 A
2 off 500.0mV 0.000 V de off off 10:1 A

Function Operation Operand Sensitivity Offset Span
F2 fft Al 10.00 dBV -15.00 dBV 2.441kHz

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical
1
2

State Volts/div Position Coupling BW limit
off 2.000 V 4.000 V de off
off 500.0mV 0.000 V de off

Invert Probe
off 10:1 A
off 10:1 A

Function
F2

Operation
fft

Operand Sensitivity
Al 10.00 dBV

Offset Span
-15.00 dBV 2.441kHz

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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Vertical State Volts/div Position Coupling BW 1imit Invert Probe
1 off 2.000 V 4.000 V de off off 10: 1 A
2 off 500.0mV 0.000 V de off off 10: 1 A

Funct ion Operation Operand Sensitivity Offset Span
F2 fft Al 10.00 dBV -15.00 dBV 2.441kHz

Horizontal Mode Main s/div Delay Reference
main 20.00ms 0.000 s left

Trigger Source Level Slope Coupling Rej NoiseRej Holdoff
edge 2 93.75mV + de off off 200.0ns

Display Mode
normal
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